
Name:  ____________________________

Synonym and Antonym Analogies
Complete each analogy by writing the correct word on the
line.  Then, tell whether the words in the analogy are synonyms
or antonyms.

1. Open is to closed as near is to ____________________________.
                      (far, closed, shut)

The pairs of words in this analogy are ____________________________.
                                      (synonyms, antonyms)

2. Soft is to loud as slow is to ____________________________.
                          (quiet, quick, sluggish)

The pairs of words in this analogy are ____________________________.
                       (synonyms, antonyms)

3. Little is to small as large is to ____________________________.
                             (tiny, huge, medium)

The pairs of words in this analogy are ____________________________.
                   (synonyms, antonyms)

4. Smart is to intelligent as sly is to ____________________________.
                                  (sneaky, dumb, genius)

The pairs of words in this analogy are ____________________________.
                   (synonyms, antonyms)

5. Dishonest is to honest as always is to ____________________________.
                                   (usually, never, sometimes)

The pairs of words in this analogy are ____________________________.
                   (synonyms, antonyms)
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Name:  ____________________________

Synonym and Antonym Analogies

Complete each analogy by writing the correct word on the
line.  Then, tell whether the words in the analogy are synonyms
or antonyms.

1. Open is to close as near is to far.  (far, close, shut)

The pairs of words in this analogy are antonyms.  (synonyms, antonyms)

2. Soft is to loud as slow is to quick. (quiet, quick, sluggish)

The pairs of words in this analogy are antonyms.  (synonyms, antonyms)

3. Little is to small as large is to huge.  (tiny, huge, medium)

The pairs of words in this analogy are synonyms.  (synonyms, antonyms)

4. Smart is to intelligent as sly is to sneaky.  (sneaky, dumb, genius)

The pairs of words in this analogy are synonyms. (synonyms, antonyms)

5. Dishonest is to honest as always is to never. (usually, never, sometimes)

The pairs of words in this analogy are antonyms.  (synonyms, antonyms)
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